**Write/plan a healthy meal**
with 1 protein, 1 vegetable, and 1 grain.

Ex: Chicken (protein), broccoli (vegetable), and rice (grain)

**Identify the nouns in each sentence.**

1. The kitten is under the mat. (2 nouns)
2. The boy is on the tree. (2 nouns)
3. The goat is on the stool. (2 nouns)
4. The girl is in the cab. (2 nouns)
5. The cab has four wheels. (2 nouns)
6. The lion is in his den. (2 nouns)
7. The bear and the tiger are in the zoo. (3 nouns)
8. The dog and the kitten play with the ball. (3 nouns)

**Write your own addition or subtraction word problem.**

Ex: I had 2 stickers. My mom gave me 2 more. How many stickers do I have now?

**Complete an Informative Writing**
-Pick a topic and write four facts using complete sentences.

**Draw a picture of 5 living things and 5 non-living things.**

Ex: Living- cat
Non-living- chair

**Solve:**

| 4+2=_____ | 5-1=_____ |
| 7+3=_____ | 9-4=_____ |
| 6+1=_____ | 10-0=_____ |
| 8+0=_____ | 6-6=_____ |
| 3+2+1=_____ | 7-3-1=_____ |

**Read for 20 minutes**

Read your sight words. Write them, spell them, say them, write a sentence with each word.

After I’m Been

**Write your own addition or subtraction word problem.**

Ex: I had 2 stickers. My mom gave me 2 more. How many stickers do I have now?